New Products!
Wall Mount Radiator Holder Kit
ALL12216
Brackets fasten to trailer wall
and hold radiator safely in
place during transit. 29" long
aluminum brackets fit radiator
cores up to 2-1/4" wide.

Tire Gauge Holder
ALL12260
Keep tire gauge conveniently located!
Works with most gauges up to 4" O.D.

Aerosol Can Tray
ALL12264
Secure to multiple locations
of the shop or trailer walls
to keep chemicals neatly
organized. 16" long x 3-1/2" deep.

Shop Towel Roll Holder
ALL12219
Aluminum holder is 11" wide to
hold most standard size towel rolls.
A weighted plate keeps towels from
unrolling when mounted to a trailer wall.

Flywheel Locking Tool SB/BB Chevy
ALL96426
Place onto rear block dowel pins to
prevent the flywheel from turning
while tightening or loosening bolts.
Locking tool works with 153 or 168 tooth flywheels
and flexplates.

Quick Change Pinion Mount
Double Sided/Double Cam
ALL60289
Double cam designed adjuster
provides easy adjustment of
Panhard bar on rear end mount.
Radiused slot eliminates the need
to adjust length of the Panhard or J-bar.

Shock Bump Rubbers

Conical shaped bump rubbers fit on most
shock shafts up to 16mm to limit shock
travel. Bump rubbers are 2-3/8" tall and
have a 2" O.D. base. A letter designation is
molded in the bottom to identify compound.
Part No.
Description
ALL64500.........Soft (40 grams)
ALL64501.........Medium (50 grams)
ALL64502.........Hard (55 grams)

Steel Threaded Nut Insert

Insert installs into a 3/8" O.D. hole and has a 1/4"-20
coarse I.D. hole to fasten body panels or other
accessories to.
Part No.
Description
ALL18547.............2-Pack
ALL18547-10 ......10-Pack
ALL18547-50 ......50-Pack

2 Piece Aluminum
Sprint Motor Plate With Bushings
ALL38145
2 piece plate comes
with busings to allow
for minimum engine
flex and to help with
weight transfer. Designed
to work with ALL36092 and ALL36093
tank mounts.

Visit www.allstarperformance.com for full product details and the lastest updates!
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